Devi Lalita sat on the left lap of Lord Kamesvara and became known as Kamesvara-
Kamini or Sri Maha Kamesvari. Then, by Her mere desire, there appeared in Her
four arms, as also those of Her spouse, four pairs of divine weapons of wondrous
power; Each of them had a sugar-cane bow, a bunch of five Arrows, a noose and a
goad.
Beholding Devi Lalita with the four weapons, seated on the lap of Sri Kamesvara
on the Chakra-Raja, shining with the brilliance of a thousand Suns, cool as the
moon-beams, wearing a crown adorned with the half-moon, with a full, heavy and
prominent bosom, ever youthful as at sixteen years, with a smiling face and with
looks showering nectar, Maha-Sambhunadha the Maha-Hota worshipped them both
with uplifted hands and sang many a song of praise expressive of the subtlest
meanings of the Vedas, and made obeisance to them over and over again.
Intending to regenerate the devas Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesa first, Sri Devi
Lalita looked into the eyes of Lord Kameswara with parananda when lo! from her
left eye like unto the moon, emerged Luxmi and Brahma, from the right eye, like
unto the Sun, Mridani and Vishnu; from the third eye, like unto the Fire, Rudra and
Vagdevi. Brahma and Luxmi shone like lightning, Vishnu and Mridani like solidified
Jyoti; and Sarva and Vagdevi shone pure and beautiful. Vishnu took unto himself
his wife Luxmi, Sarva his Sarvani, and Brahma his Sarasvathi. Looking kindly upon
the three couples, Sri Devi Lalita entrusted them with their respective works of
creation, protection and destruction. Having thus been the first to be regenerated,
the Trimurtis, now glowing in their newly-won-bodies, went to their respective Lokas
after worshipping Devi and taking her gracious blessings. Sri Devi Lalita then
continued to regenerate the three worlds and all there-in which emerged with a new
beauty and resurgent joy.
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